Development of the industrial model of a phosphate destoning unit
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Abstract

Several industries are deploying the systems engineering approach in their process of transforming needs and requirements into effective systems that meet the expectations of their stakeholders. In fact, systems engineering presents a methodological approach in the design and integration of complex systems in the industrial environment. The approach has been exploited for a long time only by the aeronautics and manufacturing sector, but in our work we applied it to a more complex field which is the mining industry. Our work presents an application of systems engineering in the development of the industrial model of phosphate processing. At first we limited the scope of our study to the modeling of a fully automated destoning unit which is a part of the process of physical phosphate treatment. Our contribution was elaborated based on the ISA 95 standard, developed by the International Society of Automation to provide a framework for the specification of automation levels and information flows exchanged between the different levels of the computer integrated manufacturing pyramid. We used the SysML language to elaborate dynamic and static models of the process. Our results will serve as a support for the mining industries in the establishment of phosphate ore processing entities fully automated.
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